Spatial delocalization in para-H2 clusters.
We applied the quantum path integral Monte Carlo method for the study of (para-H)N (N = 5-33) clusters at T = 2 K, exploring static and dynamic order, which originates from the effects of zero-point energy, kinetic energy, and thermal fluctuations in quantum clusters. Information on dynamic structure was inferred from the asymptotic tails of the cage correlation function calculated from the centroid Monte Carlo trajectory. The centroid cage correlation function decays to zero for large clusters (N = 15-33), manifesting the interchange of molecules between different solvation shells, with statistically diminishing back interchange. Further evidence for the floppiness of para-hydrogen clusters emerges from the Monte Carlo evolution of the centroid of a tagged molecule, which exhibits significant changes in the list of its first and second solvation shells due to the interchange of molecules between these shells.